I. Grammar and Vocabulary 20%

1. He is good at (1. doing  2. did  3. done  4. to do) mathematics.

2. Studying (1. are interesting  2. is interesting  3. is interested  4. are interested.)

3. Last night we (1. going  2. gone  3. go  4. went) to Taipei 101 to buy books.

4. She (1. has read  2. read  3. reads  4. reading) the novel many times since she was a child.

5. We must understand the (1. important  2. importance  3. import  4. importing) of happiness.

6. This summer my brother will go abroad to study English once he (1. turns  2. leaves  3. graduates  4. becomes) from high school.

7. When he was home, all he wanted to (1. be  2. do  3. let  4. make) was to sleep.

8. We still need to (1. go in  2. go back  3. throw down  4. set up) the meeting time.

9. Tai-nan is an (1. new  2. advanced  3. modern  4. ancient) city full of sites and old buildings
   from its long history.

10. You need a good (1. detail  2. imagination  3. painting  4. museum) to be a great artist.
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II. Make Sentences (at least 10 words in each sentence) 10% 每句少於 10 字者不予記分！

1. Does…?
2. There are …
3. Because…
4. Although…
5. Are you…?

III. Composition 70%

Topic: My New Year’s Wishes

2011 has arrived. Have you made any new plans? Which activities or lessons will you get involved? Do you have any particular things or places in mind that you would like to do or visit? Would you do something meaningful to enrich your life? Please talk about your wishes in detail and explain why you wish to do so. (300--350 words)